Semi-automated quantification of hepatic lesions in a phantom.
Accurate measurement is crucial for the assessment of tumor dimensions to allow accurate evaluation of tumor response. Thus, the purpose of our study was to assess the accuracy of semi-automated RECIST and volumetric measurements of liver lesions in a liver phantom with different CT acquisition parameters. A phantom of the upper abdomen with 14 hepatic lesions of different sizes (diameter: 12.0-40.0 mm), densities (45/180 HU at 120 kV), or alignment (vertical/transverse) was scanned with a 16-slice multidetector row computed tomography using varying tube currents (40/60/80/100/120/165mAs eff), reconstruction kernels (Siemens B20/30/40/50/70s), or slice thicknesses (1/2/3/4/5 mm). Longest axial diameter and volume of the 14 lesions were quantified using a semi-automated software tool (SyngoOncology, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany) and compared with the known real longest axial diameter and volume values of the lesions. Absolute percentage errors (APE) were calculated. Degree of agreement in longest axial diameter and volume between software and real measurements was represented graphically in Bland-Altman plots and by corresponding concordance correlation coefficient. At standard soft tissue reconstruction kernel (Siemens B30s) and slice thickness (3 mm) mean absolute percentage error APE (concordance correlation coefficients) ranged between 6.93 and 14.27 (0.96 and 0.99) for longest axial diameter and between 4.98 and 10.85 (0.99 and 1.00) for volume. At varying reconstruction kernels, APE values (concordance correlation coefficients) ranged between 7.92 and 8.31 (0.98 and 0.99) for longest axial diameter and between 4.95 and 6.93 (1.00) for volume. Applying different slice sections APE values (concordance correlation coefficients) differed from 6.54 to 11.82 (0.97 and 0.99) for longest axial diameter and from 6.93 to 9.17 (1.00) for volume. Software quantification of longest axial diameter and volume of hepatic lesions in a phantom demonstrated a high correlation and accuracy under varying multidetector row computed tomography parameter.